
   

 

 
 

  

 

 

Erasmus+ students Mobility year 2024. Biodiversity and nature in our city. 
Programme for the visit of the class from Albrecht von Graefe Shule 
from Berlin 
 
TUESDAY 21st May 2024 
9:30 Reception in IES Isabel-Clara Simó by our director and head of studies. 
Presentation of the students and the teachers involved in the project. We will 
play kahoot: what do we know about floods and drought in Spain/Germany? We 
will do a tour guide around our school made by our students. After that we are 
going to take a coffee in the school. 
When we finish our break, we will walk to the river of Alcúdia de Crespins to do 
a practice with water tests and meanwhile we will walk around the river doing 
plogging. 
13:30 Lunch at the river: a typical Valencian paella (all the students and 
teachers together). 
16:00 Come back to visit Xàtiva.  
 
WEDNESDAY 22nd May 2024 
9.00h Technology Workshop: in groups, we will go to technology classroom, 
and we will make a keyring with material recycled from plastic water bottles that 
we were picked up while we were doing plogging. 
10.30h Break at school. 
11:20h Scape room in English: we will do a scape room with activities in English 
about biodiversity and nature in our city. 
12:30h A presentation of one of our traditional sports: “pilota Valenciana”. Some 
students will show how to play this traditional sport. Students can watch how we 
make our gloves from recycled clothes material. 
When we finish, about 13:30, we will go by train to Xàtiva and have lunch in a 
restaurant. 
After having lunch, we will visit shire capital Xàtiva. Here, we will visit the local 
castle to see how people have taken benefit from natural spaces inside a zone 
that it’s difficult to reach. 
 
THURSDAY 23rd May 2024 
This day, we will spend all day in Valencia, capital of the Valencian Community. 



   

 

 
 

  

 

Between 10 and 11h, we will visit the Town Hall of Valencia city, we can walk 
around the Cathedral, go up Micalet Tower, visit the most important squares of 
Valencia where we can watch how the city has changed some traffic streets in 
pedestrian streets to benefit biodiversity. 
 
When we finish, about 11:30h, we will go to see “El Tribunal de les Aigües” 
(Water Court) that is the oldest existing justice institution in Europe. 
There, we will think and take note about the importance of how we use the 
hydrological sources. The system that politicians use to regulate this water 
source. 
When we finish, we can have lunch around the centre of the city. 
In the afternoon, around 16.00h, we will visit Arts and Scientist City Museum 
where there are many exhibitions about biodiversity in Mediterranean Sea and 
we will go there walking around the river that has been transformed into a 
natural space in an urban zone, so we will take pictures related to the questions 
we prepared in Berlin. 
Around 18:00, we can finish the day visiting Malvarrosa beach, having a walk by 
the sea. 
 
FRIDAY 24th May 2024 
At 10.00h-11.00h we will visit the parliament of Valencia Community and 
Generalitat Palau (where the president of Valencian parliament stays). Students 
can watch how politicians regulate all the laws about biodiversity. After, we will 
have lunch in the centre, and we will put together all our ideas and agreements 
about the questions we asked about nature into our city. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT:  
- DON’T FORGET SUN PROTECTION!!!! 
- TAKE YOUR TRAINERS AND SPORT CLOTHES, YOU WILL WALK A 
LOT! 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


